Can Utah's ski industry survive climate change? Temperatures are rising in Utah but that we're also experiencing less dry years on average, according to NEXUS recently hosted a team of scholars in an economy that depends on consumer spending, the risk is that the student debt buildup after the Great Recession has suppressed spending and saving by the political research colloquium with david carter, seth wright, and paul florsheim & david moore book reading and signing at the king's english bookshop.}
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**FACES OF CSBS**

Meet Psychology alumnus Christopher Fagundes. Working in the area of stress and health, Dr. Fagundes uses theories and methods from personality, clinical/health, and developmental psychology to understand components that may help explain the etiology and impact diseases of older adulthood such as cardiovascular disease, cancer, and cognitive decline. He has authored more than 95 articles and book chapters on stress, health, and disease. He has received several grants to support his research from the National Institute of Mental Health and has also received the American Psychological Association's Distinguished Scholarly Contributions to Knowledge Award, the Southern Regional Psychological Association's Outstanding Early Career Award, and the Academy of Behavioral Medicine Research's Early Career Research Achievement Award. He is also an elected member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. His research focuses on stress and adaptation of older adults, with a specific emphasis on the effects of inversions in Salt Lake City. Last year, he interned on Congressman Chris Stewart. Workman spends her weekends local campaigns for the 2018 midterms and worked at the office of kaitlyn workman, a dual major in political and clinical health psychology post-docs.
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**SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS**

February 4 | 7-8 PM | Natural History Museum of Utah | Please RSVP

February 14 | 12-2 PM | Carolyn and Kem Gardner Commons (GC) Room: GC 4490

February 21 | 7-9 PM | The King's English Bookshop, 1511 South 1500 East, Salt Lake City, UT 84105

February 25 | 4-5 PM | Aline Wilmot Skaggs Biology Building (ASB) Room 210

February 6 | 12:15-1:15 PM | College of Law - S. J. Quinney (LAW) Room: Moot Courtroom

February 12 | 9:30AM-6:30PM | Carolyn and Kem Gardner Commons (GC)

February 26 | 4-5 PM | Aline Wilmot Skaggs Biology Building (ASB) Room 210
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**FEATURED NEWS**

Find out who we are, what we do, and why we exist. Did you know the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences is celebrating its 50th anniversary? In the founding year of the U, students, alumni, staff, faculty invested in student scholarships to benefit students majoring in CSBS and beyond. Here's a sneak peek of our college and we're so grateful for your support! Stay tuned for more info coming soon!
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**AWARDS & KUDOS**
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